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Void... 
Into infinity, a black hole's divinity
Unending density
Hold the answers to eternity

Vacuum:
Perfect
Bottomless, 
All-consuming

Gravitational pull
The star's core implodes
All light consumed
Nothingness, sewn

All life as we know it
Lost to the void
Matter inversed
Galaxies, destroyed

Symmetry:
Limitless
Cosmic spiral:
Without end

Supertemporal, 
Perpetual, 
Supreme, 
Eternal

All forms of life around us devolve to
Nothingness
Dematerialized matter and space
Measureless

The answers to our questions lie in
The abyss
Searching forever, 
Incessant

Light abounds through the galaxy, both time and space
Reaching eternally, never erased
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Dimensions fold; perception changed, matter
transforms
Of our conception, much to be learned 

Awakening
Inter-dimensional beings

Unable to perceive, 
What we cannot see

Inexhaustible; 
Incalculable power

Dimensions transform, looping through one-another
Black hole decimates all it surrounds
Always consuming, abysmal creation
Omnipresent pervasion abounds

Limited mind; invert the plane of reality
Tractable existence: what we comprehend

Inside the void: the antithesis of life

Compendious scheme
All-inclusive design
Universes entwined, 
Realities combine

Unraveling it all, 
Devouring, depleting space
Matter imbibed, destroying the universe

Exterminate, 
Obliterate, 
Extirpate, 
Invalidate

The void multiplies, 
Rescinding all that it finds
Abating time, 
Aggregation annul

Negation, 
Repudiation, 
Vitiation, 
Eradication 

Inside the abyss
Everything and nothing exist
At the same time; 
Theoretical mass 



Godlike, 
All-knowing, 
All-seeing, 
Almighty abyss

All forms of life around us devolve to
Nothingness
Dematerialized matter and space
Measureless

The answers to our questions lie in
The abyss
Searching forever, 
Incessant

Light abounds through the galaxy, both time and space
Reaching eternally, never erased
Dimensions fold; perception changed, matter
transforms
Of our conception, much to be learned

In a millisecond, time's frozen
Earth, not to be seen again
Never truly dying, life is absorbed
Void stretches onward, engulfing all 

Forever consuming, outward
Deleting creation in every form
Universal implosion, galaxies' corrosion 
The void, unyielding, will someday be whole
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